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 Scand J Statist 15: 259-271, 1988

 On Large-Sample Multiple Comparison
 Methods

 NILS LID HJORT

 Norwegian Computing Centre, Oslo

 ABSTRACT. Sverdrup (1977, 1986) has introduced a large-sample method for detecting effects
 w.r.t. a null state, i.e. functions of the underlying parameters of the model that differ in value from
 what is prescribed if the null state of the model, or null hypothesis, prevails. His method was
 derived based on general maximum likelihood theory, and was applied to models for categorical
 data. The present paper reviews, simplifies, and generalizes Sverdrup's and related methods. The
 natural framework is the very general one, in which the only assumptions are asymptotic normality
 of the parameter estimators employed and existence of a consistent estimator for the limiting
 covariance matrix. A procedure yielding a simultaneous confidence statement for all smooth
 functions of the parameters is obtained. Also a multiple search rule for detection of all effects w.r.t.

 a null state is constructed, with the property that the probability of falsely claiming one or more
 effects to be present is less than a prescribed level. This holds regardless of whether the null state is
 true or not. A case is made in favour of using a priori consistent estimates of the variances involved

 when the null state is clearance tested, as opposed to estimates that are consistent only under null
 state conditions. A couple of examples are worked through to illustrate the theory. Also included in
 the paper is a precise and practical criterion for when the Bonferroni method gives shorter con-
 fidence intervals than the simultaneous method. Finally, among the concluding remarks is a
 description of Bayesian versions of the simultaneous confidence method and the multiple search
 method.

 Key words: Bonferroni, clearance testing, contrasts, large-sample, multiple comparison, null
 state, simultaneous confidence, S-method

 1. Introduction

 Let 01, ..., k be the parameters of particular interest of an established statistical model, and

 assume estimators 01, ... ok are decided upon. This paper is concerned with simultaneous
 inference procedures, i.e. methods that aim at simultaneous statements involving perhaps

 infinitely many relations between the parameters. Problems of this type arise when several
 hypotheses are tested, when confidence intervals for several functions of the parameters are

 called for, or when one searches for specific ways in which a rejected null hypothesis does not
 hold. A general reference to simultaneous inference problems is Miller (1981).

 Section 2 establishes a large-sample simultaneous confidence interval procedure for all
 smooth functions of the model parameters. The result is a guaranteed high probability for the

 "simultaneous event" thatf(O) is included in U(6)-CUf/V1,Jf(O)+c&f1f/V' ] for every smooth
 f(O), with an appropriately chosen c. One may also rephrase this to a statement involving
 simultaneous testing, and also to "multiple comparisons", since all comparisons of g(O) vs. h(O),

 say, are included in the simultaneous statement (usingf(O) = g(O) - h(O)).

 It is often the case that the most interestingf(O)'s are those that are contrasts w.r.t. a null state

 Ho. These are functions with f(O) = 0 under Ho, for example 04/03 - 02/01 in a situation with
 equal 0's under the null state. In Section 3 the multiple search problem is addressed, where the
 intention is to detect effects, i.e. positive contrasts. Detecting a specific effect necessarily implies

 "rejecting the null hypothesis", but is more informative, since the statement f(O)>0 shows an

 explicit way in which Ho does not hold. We construct a multiple search rule that has asymp-
 totic probability at most a of falsely claiming one or more effects to be present. Some rules have
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 260 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 15

 this property only under null state conditions, which severely limits their importance; in many

 practical situations one even knows in advance that Ho cannot be true. The rule constructed
 here is not hampered by the null hypothesis syndrome at all; it has the mentioned property

 regardless of whether Ho happens to be true or not.
 The multiple search rule goes into action only if an initial "clearance test" signals that Ho can

 be disposed of. Natural clearance test statistics are discussed in Section 3.3. These also define

 significance tests for Ho in the classical sense, but in our development the distribution of the
 statistics under the null hypothesis is not needed!

 The methods and results of Sections 2 and 3 are similar to and indeed inspired by those of

 Sverdrup (1977, 1986), where further discussion can also be found of the important conse-

 quences for statisticians' interpretation of "significance testing". The framework used in the

 present paper is however both simpler and more general, yielding, it is hoped, more transparent

 proofs and explanations.

 If there are only only a finite method finite number of comparisons to be made, or confidence

 intervals to be arrived at, then the simple-minded Bonferroni method is an option. Section 4

 demonstrates the surprising effectiveness of this method, and in particular gives a precise and

 practical criterion for when it produces sharper results then the "overall methods" of Sections 2

 and 3.

 Finally some concluding remarks are offered in Section 5. Among these is one describing

 Bayesian versions of the multiple search rule and the simultaneous confidence procedure.

 Basic modelformulation

 Assume a statistical model has been formulated for one's data, parametric, semi-parametric or

 non-parametric, and that interest focuses on certain parameters 0=(, ..., ok)'. Suppose
 further that estimators 0=(O . -, ok)' are decided upon for which a large sample result of the

 usual form holds;

 (0-0)Nd N Nk(O, l) (1.1)

 as n, the number of observations, grows towards infinity. Assume in addition that a consistent
 estimator v is available for the limit distribution matrix E.

 An abstract model formulation must involve a probability measure governing the data at the

 nth stage, say Pr, ,, where the Oi's are certain functions of W. One might have Xo = (0, g) where g
 is a possibly infinite-dimensional nuisance parameter, as in regression with completely
 unknown error distribution, so the full parameter space Q of o's may be large. For the sake of

 precision we shall continue to write "Pro, ," below, to signal the true underlying model.

 Of course the E matrix usually depends upon the underlying model, but we will for simplicity

 continue to write E instead of X,. Consistency of 2 really means convergence in probability,

 under Pr,,,, to this X.
 In (1.1) and in the following d is used for convergence in distribution, w.r.t. the Pr, . model,

 and Ys;F= - '(1 - ix) is the upper a-point of the chi-square distribution with s degrees of
 freedom.

 2. The general large-sample multiple comparison method

 2.1. Confidence intervalforf(O)

 Iff(O) is smooth, meaning here that its partial derivatives are continuous in 0, then a standard
 "delta method" consequence of (1.1) is /n{f( ) -f(0)} a d (f(0)/A0)'N , N(O a5) where er =
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 Scand J Statist 15 On large-sample multiple comparison methods 261

 (af(O)/a0)'Y(af(O)/00). Hence

 a f< (o) At(8) + a (2.1)
 nn

 in which

 &2 (f('; (f(O(2.2) (2.2) f aoj 0 a

 consistently estimates U2, is an asymptotic 1-a confidence interval forf(O), when a is chosen as

 (y; l)112, the upper a/2 point of the standard normal. &f may more generally be any consistent
 estimator of af .

 2.2. Simultaneous confidence statementfor all smoothf(O)'s

 Start out considering the class .F of all linearf(O) = E= u jOj = u'0. The natural generalization
 of (2.1) to a large-sample, simultaneous confidence procedure requires

 b
 Pr ,,{u'0eu'O+-(u' u)"/2 for all ul, ..., uk}l-+. -c.L (2.3)

 Accordingly b must be chosen as the upper cx-point in the distribution of

 ,n-u'( - 0)
 MO = max |U =:EU)1/2 max n {f(6) -f(O)}/,f I. (2.4)

 But Mo , = {n(9O)'- '(0 -0)}1/2, according to the algebraic identity

 uw max(' l=(w'A'1w)'12, (2.5)

 a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, so that Mo nd (Xk2)"12 This shows that (2.3)

 indeed holds when b = (Yk; .)1/2
 Next consider a larger class of functions f(O), some class .F of smooth functions f(O) whose

 partial derivatives are equi-continuous in 0. One needs in this case a constant c with

 Pr., ,,{f(0) ef(d) ? + &f for all ft F} --a. (2.6)
 -,n

 Introduce

 G.(f) = nI{f(E) -f(0)}/&f , H.(f) = nE k O (0j)/> f
 Z= ao (i -OJ/f

 Then Gn(f) = H(f) + nEjk=1 RJ(0, 0XOj - Oj)/&f, in which RJ(0, 0) = af(0)/a0j- af(0)/a0j for
 some 0 between 0 and 0. Employing the stated equi-continuity assumption we see that

 I Gn(f)- Hn(f) I < Ab, all fc-,F

 where bn does not depend onfe .,, and converges to zero in probability. It follows that

 M= max ,In{f(0) -f(0)}/4f (2.7)
 f e JF

 lies within 5n of M0 n of (2.4), and, in particular, must have the same (X%2)12 limit distribution.

 We conclude that (2.6) is a valid, large-sample, simultaneous confidence statement, with c=

 (k; )1/2
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 262 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 15

 This shows that Sverdrup's (1986) general scheme is in fact even more general, and is, for

 example, not at all tied to maximum likelihood estimators based on independent and group-

 wise identically distributed observations (as assumed in Sverdrup, op. cit., Section II). The

 observations on which the estimators are based can exhibit a much more complex structure

 (like Markov chains, functions of stochastic processes, censored survival data with covariates,

 etc.), and the estimators themselves can be much more involved than the maximum likelihood

 ones (like robust estimators, minimum distance estimators, two-step estimators, etc.); the only

 conditions that matter, and that nearly always hold, are the basic (1.1) and the existence of an

 accompanying consistent E.

 The equi-continuity condition is there to secure uniform linearizability of the functions

 involved. Another and perhaps less practical solution to the simultaneous problem, and that

 manages to avoid such conditions altogether, is described in Remark E of Section 5.

 Example. I was once statistical consultant for a scientist who studied a certain measurable

 characteristic for seven populations, for both descriptional and comparison purposes. He

 obtained samples from each, resulting in estimates 1, & 7, ..., 7, &7 for the means and standard
 deviations in question. In his ambitious quest for "finds" he was a priori willing to search for

 "significant differences" between Xi's, between vi's, between the coefficients of variation uJ/i,
 and so on. He was also interested in confidence intervals for the Xi, ai, ai/4i parameters
 themselves. He could then control his total confidence level by using

 fR1' ...* a7)-- af <f 1 ..., I7)?fR1.N ... a7)+ -C0, (2.8)

 where c=(Y14; )"2. &f iS based on (2.2) with (:i -i, &i-vi)' -dN2(0, i).
 Observe that our general construction is not dependent upon the particularities of the

 underlying statistical model. If the characteristic referred to above can be assumed to have a

 Gaussian distribution for each population, then i = (1/ci)u diag (1, 2), where ci is the limit of
 the sample size fraction n in, n = n1 +?.* + n7. If on the other hand a non-parametric approach
 is chosen, then Li = (l/ci)uf Ai, where Ai has elements featuring the skewness f3i and the kurtosis

 yi of the ith population; indeed Ai has diagonal elements 1 and + yi and non-diagonal
 element 2pi. The fact to note is that the procedure described in (2.8) is valid in any case, always
 (asymptotically) achieving the total confidence level 1- a; only the explicit expressions for &f
 become different under different model assumptions.

 3. Clearance testing and detection of positive contrasts

 3.1. Searchingfor positive contrasts

 In Section 2 we obtained a large-sample, simultaneous confidence statement valid for all

 smooth f(0) functions. Often interest is however restricted to a class of contrasts w.r.t. a null

 state or null hypothesis Ho. i.e. functionsf(O) for which flO) = 0 under Ho. Thus in the example

 above, the most interesting statements about the 14-dimensional parameter 0=( 1, 1 , ... . 47,

 U7) are those that relate to the null state Ho: 1 = ... = &7 and a, = = a7. Hence Eui Xi
 + E vi vi is a constant if E ui = 0 = E vi. Also U3/43 - Y(al/l + 2/42) is a contrast, etc.

 Multiple comparison in this framework consists in searching for contrasts which are

 "present", i.e. J(0) >0. Stating f(O) >0 for one or more specific contrasts necessarily implies

 "rejecting the null hypothesis", but is more informative, since it points to specific, interesting

 ways in which Ho is not true.
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 Scand J Statist 15 On large-sample multiple comparison methods 263

 Below we construct a "multiple contrast search rule" with the property that the probability

 of making one or more false statements is at most a (in the large-sample limit);

 lim sup Pro, .{there is a contrast f with J(0) < 0, but f(O) > 0 is stated} < X. (3.1)

 It is important to realize that (3.1) is required to hold regardless of whether Ho happens to be

 true or not, i.e. for each parameter value 0), not only those that are consistent with Ho.
 Before embarking on the construction, let us acknowledge that (3.1) indeed holds for the rule

 that claims f(O) to be positive wheneverf(0)> c&f/V,I, where C =(Yk; )1/2 as in Section 2. But
 this would be overshooting; since only Ho contrasts are of interest now a sharper rule ought to
 be constructed. This is done below.

 3.2. The construction

 Assume to begin with that Ho is of the "linear restrictions" type, say equivalent to BO = a, where

 B is a s x k matrix of full rank s (s < k). (There are accordingly k - s "free parameters" under Ho.)
 We may take a = 0. Let N(B) be the (k -s)-dimensional null space or kernel for B, and write

 N(B)' for its s-dimensional orthogonal complement. Ho is equivalent to 0 e N(B). Thus
 1 ui Qi = u'0 is a (linear) contrast if and only if u'0 = 0 whenever 0 E N(B), i.e. if and only if

 u E N(B)'.
 Consider first

 QO n= max A/ (u'6 - u'0)/(u'tu)112 = {n(0 -0)'B'(BTB') -B(6_ 0)} 1/2 (3.2)
 u: utO contrast

 where the second identity is arrived at via (2.5) and an additional linear algebra argument.

 Since BV>(d - 0)-d BN , N3(O, BLB'), and BIB' has full rank, it is clear that

 QO, n_d {(BN)'(BT_B') - 1 BN} 1/2 , (X2)1/2

 (regardless of whether Ho happens to be true or not). Arguments resembling those of Section 2
 can now be furnished to demonstrate that also

 Qn = maxf{f(6)-f(0)}/&f (3.3)

 has the (X2)1/2 as its limiting distribution, even when the class IV of contrast functions involved is

 much larger than the above set of all u'O with u from N(B)'. The only requirement on its
 functionsf(-) is that their partial derivatives are equicontinuous at each parameter point.

 Now (3.1) can be reached. For

 Prn, ,{there is a contrast f(O) < 0, but \/jf(6)/&f > d}

 < Prn, ,{there is a contrast f(0) < 0, and \/ (f() -f(0))1&f > d}

 < Prn, ,{Qn > d} -+ 1- Fj(d2)

 proving the following

 Proposition

 The rule that claims a contrast f(0) to be present and positive whenever f(6)> d'f/V/, where
 d = (yv; )1/2 has the required property (3.1). Here &f is as in (2.2) with a S that is consistent under a
 priori conditions, i.e. converges in probability to . = X, under each w in the a priori model.
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 264 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 15

 We have so far assumed the null state Ho to be linear in 0. If more generally

 Ho: +1(0)=O, *4 , (0)=O, (3.4)

 where k1, ..., d/ are certain specified smooth functions of 0, then further such functions

 Os+ 1. . k can be added such that 0= (0, , Ok)' is in one-one correspondence with =
 (01, ... k)' (it is assumed that & ', ., are functionally independent). Now

 ( - ))d JN Nk(O, JLJ'),

 where j = 4)(0) and J = (04o/00) is the Jacobi matrix, and Ho is of the linear type 0 = .

 Os=0 in terms of the new parameterization. For each f( ) in the given class of contrasts in 0
 there corresponds a g(O) =f{0(O)}, and this g(-) is a contrast in 4). By this correspondence and
 by earlier efforts we conclude that the proposition above remains true also under the present

 more general circumstances.

 3.3. Clearance testing

 Sverdrup (1977, 1986) suggests that the issue of the truth or falsehood of Ho is usually uninter-

 esting; one might even know in advance that Ho cannot be (strictly) true. One is usually more
 interested in pin-pointing specific (and significant) ways in which Ho is not true. Seen in this
 light it is clear that "testing the null hypothesis" is very seldom a two decision problem (see also

 Goldstein, 1985). One might also wonder why the distribution of test statistics under Ho has
 had such a prominent place in statistical literature.

 We can nevertheless carry out the search for contrasts in the following way: let

 Zn = max nf(O)/&f, (3.5)
 fE's

 where ' is the class of all contrasts of interest, assumed here to include all linear contrasts. If

 Zn < d = (y,; ,)1/2, then there is not sufficient evidence for claiming any specific contrast to be
 present. If Zn > d, go on with the search. Thus Zn is a "test statistic" for Ho.

 There are several points to make here. First, one should not (necessarily) interpret "Zn < d" as

 "evidence for Ho". The null state of Ho is there partly to establish what is interesting (the
 contrasts) and partly to define a convenient first step of the statistical analysis. Secondly, it is

 true that d = (ys; z)1/2 happens to be the upper a-point of the limit distribution of Z. under Ho,
 but this is merely incidental, as the reasoning above demonstrates, where "Pr, ," specifically
 relates to the a priori model. The importance of the proposition above is that it is in force

 regardless of whether Ho holds or not. In view of these remarks, Sverdrup's terminology, where

 Z. (or perhaps a similar quantity) is used for clearance testing of the null state Ho, is more
 appropriate than the traditional one (where the null hypothesis is accepted or rejected based on

 a significance test).

 Thirdly, we ought to admit that Zn above cannot sometimes be explicitly computed. But it
 has close relatives that can be computed and that are asymptotically equivalent.

 Suppose that Ho is linear in 0, say equivalent to BO = 0 again, and let %o be the class of all
 linear contrasts. Then

 Zon= max/nf(O)/&f = {n(Bo)'(BSB')- '(BO)}1/2
 fe'Wo

 and Zn - Zo n converges to zero in probability. If in particular Ho amounts to (1) = (0,

 Os)'= 0, then, in standard block notation, Z, -{n( n1))'(f11) -lo(I} /2. If more generally Ho is
 given by (3.4), then

 Z - [n(4)"))'{(JtJ')1 } -1 1/2
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 Scand J Statist 15 On large-sample multiple comparison methods 265

 is one of several explicit statistics that are asymptotically equivalent to Z,n. Another one is

 Z2, n min {n( - 0)'E s ( ) / n(O - 0*)'i ( _>) t
 OeHo

 Sverdrup (1986) shows, in a similar vein, that (Z")2 is asymptotically equivalent to the familiar

 -2logLR,, where LRn is the likelihood ratio statistic, in the particular case of parametric
 families with estimates computed by the maximum likelihood principle.

 Example. Let us continue the example ending Section 2, in which v/ (n-Xi, &i - u1)'- dN2(0,

 Li), and Li-=(1/ci)cri Ai. Here f(l1, ..., o7 y1 ... , a7)is a contrast wheneverf(4, ..., a, 5.
 a)=0. The clearance test statistic Z,is close to Z0, =max nu'0/(u'Mu)"2, in which E is the

 14 x 14 matrix with 1, ..., 7 along the diagonal, u'O=Zi ui1i+i ui2 &i, and the maximum is

 over all u with E7iu,1 =0=S U12. One can show that (Z0,")2=Z7= jni(i-4*, ^i-a*)A-1
 (4- * v- &*)'/&P, in which (4*, a*)' is the weighted average of the individual ('i, &i)', with

 weights Li`. If in particular normality can be assumed Ai is simply diag (1, ), and

 7

 (ZO, )2 = ni{( _- *)2 + 2(&-
 i=1

 If Z0 ,, > d = (12; )1/2 one can go on searching for positive contrasts, and if Z0 < d the scientist
 must abandon his search, even if he knew in advance that the null state cannot be true.

 It is important to use a priori consistent estimates of the variances involved. In the above

 formula for (Z0, j)2

 =E i/E 2 and q2 *E= ^2 ta/YL 2

 and it might seem tempting to simply use 4 = >j (n/n)4i and a- = E (n/n)&1 instead, since the null
 state specifies equal variances. Carrying this a small step further leads to

 7

 (Z' .)2 = (1/a 2) E ni{(t% - 4)2 + 2(&i-a)2}
 i= 1

 But although Z0, and Z' , are asymptotically equivalent under Ho circumstances they are not
 under a priori conditions. Both of them are valid test statistics for Ho, in the classical tradition,
 but only the first one defines a valid clearance test.

 One may similarly dismiss of a natural competitor to the search rule described in the

 proposition above. The rule there uses

 7

 f= [{af(o)/ai}2 + 2{af(o)/aan}2] 8i/(n/n),
 i = 1

 with a priori consistent estimates inserted. Replacing the &i's with a common estimate, or
 replacing 0 with one that is consistent only under Ho, destroys property (3.1). See also Remark
 A in Section 5.

 4. But Bonferroni usually wins!

 The Bonferroni method utilizes the elementary fact that if P(Ai) > 1- -i for each i, then P(A1 r-

 *. n Am) > 1-, ~=~ cEi. Assume that a finite number m of confidence intervals have been singled
 out for study, say corresponding to parameters f1(0), * -fm(0)- Since Pr, m{f(O) fi(O)
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 ? (Y1; a/1,J28fJn/ n} -/1 - a/m for each i, one has, in the limit,

 Pr,, { fi(O) +f'O() + ;/M )1/2& fi for each i>1- o.

 Accordingly, Bonferroni wins over Scheffe-Sverdrup, in the sense of achieving shorter con-

 fidence intervals without giving up overall 1- oa level, in cases where

 < ic (4.1) YJ1; at/m- < Yk; a, 41

 What are typical choices for m in k parameter situations? If only a simultaneous confidence

 statement for the parameters themselves is called for, then m = k. Carrying out pairwise com-

 k
 parisons amounts to m = 2 . Comparing Oi to the average of the other k-1 parameters, for

 each i, adds k more to m. Thus an industrious researcher could be interested in

 m=2k+ (k)
 ~2

 statements, for instance. A rephrased version of the example of Section 2 could involve k = 2q

 parameters (t1, ,a, ... 4V orq)', with interest focused on confidence statements for the 3q param-
 eters Xi, vi, aj/4j in addition to pairwise comparisons among each of these; all in all

 m =3q +3(2 q 3q(q + 1) = 3 k(k + 2).

 Consider m = m(k). We will show that the inequality (4.1) holds for most reasonable choices of

 m, for all interesting levels a.

 Alt & Spruill (1977) considered the case m=k, and found that (4.1) holds for every k >2,

 provided only that cx < 0.5. Similar results will be arrived at below, but for a general m = m(k).

 Introduce the function

 4k(X) = {1 -Fk(x)}I-m(k){1 - F(x)}, x > 0. (4.2)

 Then 4k is negative for small x, increases for x up to a certain xo and decreases afterwards, and
 is positive for all large x. Accordingly there is a unique solution Xk to 'bk(X) = O.

 Define oa(k) = 1- Fk(Xk), i.e. Xk = Yk; a(k). Then (4.1) holds if and only if

 tkk(Yk; ) = c- m(k){1 lF1(Yk)}

 > a- -m(k){ 1- Fj(y ; a/m(k))} = ?,

 which again is equivalent to Yk;a > Xk = Yk; (k, i.e. a < a(k). If we establish that oa(k) >0.25 (for
 some m = m(k)), for example, then Bonferroni is better than the S method for all confidence

 levels 1-c > 0.75.

 We must sort out situations where a(k) is large enough to get interesting results from the

 equivalence (4.1) xa < a(k). Define g(k) = Yk; 0.25 = k '(0.75). Then g(k) > k for every k. Further-
 more, it is the case that
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 Scand J Statist 15 On large-sample multiple comparison methods 267

 (and indeed 1 - F,(x) % 2y,(x) as well, for large x). This implies

 k(X) > { 1 7k(X)} - 2m(k)y ,(x),

 k Ig(k)} I> [1 -Fk{g(k)}] -2m(k)y1{g(k)}

 ,> 0.25 -2m(k)y (k),

 since yl(x) decreases in x. Accordingly, if 2m(k)yj(k) <0.25, then g(k)>Xk, and 0.25=1
 -Fk{(k)1 < 1- Fk(Xk) = a(k)
 Common choices of m=m(k) will be such that 2m(k)yl(k) decreases in k, for k >some k,

 towards zero. In such cases there is a ko such that Bonferroni wins for all k > ko, for all levels
 1-xa0.75!

 We are able to sharpen this result further. Consider

 g(k) = Yk; b = rFk 0 (-b)

 instead of the somewhat arbitrary Yk; 0.25. The arguments above needed g(k) > k for all k. Only

 k > 2 is of interest, so we search for a b with Yk; b > k, or equivalently Fk(k) < 1-b, for every k > 2.

 The best choice can be seen to be b=e-' = 0.368.

 An agreeable criterion is therefore

 2m(k)y,(k) <0.368 or m(k)<X k1/2 ekI2; (4.3)
 e

 this implies 0.368 < o(k). We have arrived at the following

 Proposition

 If m = m(k) is such that m(k) < 0.461 k"2 ek12 for k k ko, then Bonferroni wins over the S-methodfor

 all such k, for all levels 1- a k 0.632. (The finitely many situations k = 2, . .., ko -1 can then be

 explored separately.)

 Examples. (i) All individual parameters, m(k) = k: (4.3) holds for k > 3, and inspection of the

 case k = 2 reveals that Bonferroni wins also there, for all levels a E (0, ).

 (ii) All pairwise comparisons Oi against Oj: The null state is 0,= * k =S and corresponds to
 ko = k -1 degrees of freedom. The number of comparisons is

 m(k) = (2) = 'k(k -1) = 'ko(ko + 1),

 and (4.3) holds for ko > 6. Accordingly, Bonferroni produces shortest confidence intervals for (at
 least) k > 7 (for all levels a < 0.368). Separate inspection shows that Bonferroni indeed continues
 to win also for k =3, 4, 5, 6 as long as the overall confidence level 1- a is above 88%. The

 procedures are equivalent for k = 2.

 (iii) Both individual parameters and pairwise comparisons: this corresponds to having

 m(k) = k +()= k(k + 1)

 with k degrees of freedom. The previous case shows that Bonferroni always wins for k > 6, and

 also for k = 2, 3, 4, 5 provided only that 1- a > 0.88.

 (iv) Going back to the q-population example with parameters {i, ai, a 4&, and with interest in
 each parameter as well as all pairwise comparisons, one has m(k) = k(k + 2) with k = 2q. (4.3)
 holds for k > 6, i.e. for q > 3. Bonferroni continues to win for q = 2, as long as a E (0, 0.40), and for

 q = 1, as long as an(0, 0.12).
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 So when does the S-method win over Bonferroni? Our criterion shows that Bonferroni gives

 shortest intervals, for every large enough k, when m(k) const. kA, even for large A. Further-

 more, if m(k) const. Bk, then Bonferroni still wins for all large k, as long as B < ,,e = 1.649. One
 can show, however, that the S-method finally wins, for every large k, in cases where B > 1.649;

 in this sense the (4.3) criterion is rather sharp. If a scientist uses a computer program to go

 through every comparison of one subset-average of 0's with its complement-subset's average,

 then m(k) = 2k- ' - 1, and the S-method will usually give shortest intervals. And of course the
 beauty of the S-procedure is that it can simultaneously handle infinitely many functions. A final

 argument that can be put forward and which favours the S-procedure is that most statisticians

 know, by painful experience, that it is impossible to know in advance of all the different aspects

 of a complicated data set one eventually decides to look into.

 5. Concluding remarks

 A list of concluding comments is offered below.

 Remark A. Let us expand briefly on the observation already made at the end of Section 3

 concerning the importance of employing a priori consistent estimates, as opposed to estimates

 that are consistent only under Ho. If S0 is used instead of E, and f0 is consistent for a certain

 Lo being "least false" as seen from the H0-model, then Qo, and Qn of (3.2) and (3.3) do not
 converge to the (X%)1/2 in distribution, and property (3.1) of the corresponding search rule is
 destroyed.

 The simple equal-variance one-way layout situation nicely illustrates what happens. Here

 data Xi,, ..., Xi,, are independent with mean ti and standard deviation , leading to n(4
 -4)-_d Nk(O, E), with = a' diag (1/c1, . . ., lIck), in which ci is the limit of nin. The appropriate
 clearance test for Xl = * * = k iS (Zo, n)2 =(1/8'2)Xk. nl i(_*)2, where 1 =ik= (ni/n)&, and
 2= i Ej (Xij -_ )2/(n - k). One might now argue that & = iEj (Xij -_ *)2/(n -1) should be
 used instead, since this estimator is better when the Qi's are equal. But a2 is in general only
 consistent for U2 = 62 + 1Cgi _ C i)2' say, and such a proposed Z'O , version would converge
 in distribution to ( k/6XXk )112

 Another revealing example is one with estimates Pi = X /ni for binomial probabilities p,.
 Pk. The clearance test, to be carried out in order to see whether any interesting departures from

 the null state Ho: Pl =.. =Pk can be detected, is based on (Z0 n)2=ii=1
 -Pi)}, in which p* = Ek= I XJ/n. It is sometimes advocated that pooled estimates should be used
 in the denominator when the homogeneity hypothesis is to be tested, i.e. inserting p*(1-p*).

 This leads to a valid test procedure for Ho in the classical sense, but would violate the clearance
 property, as explained in Section 3.

 Remark B. Our perspective has been that of large-sample situations. In cases where

 O-Nk(' - S)

 holds exactly more precise finite-sample calculations can of course be carried out, and particu-

 larly so if the E used is distributed independently of 0. Thus if the individual measurements in

 the one-way layout situation treated in the previous remark are assumed to be normally
 distributed, then the (ZO ")2 appearing there is proportional to the familiar F-distributed statistic
 with k-I and n - k degrees of freedom. Since such an F is very close to being simply

 Xk- l/(k 1) for moderately large n-k it follows in particular that this Scheffean procedure,
 used here for clearing purposes, is robust against non-normality of the individual observations.
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 Remark C. The confidence intervals that result from the simultaneous procedures described

 in Sections 2 and 3 tend to be rather wide, compared with the ordinary non-simultaneous ones

 (see (2.1)). But this is the price one has to pay for "snooping around in the data". We have

 demonstrated the correspondence from these simultaneous confidence intervals, or multiple

 search rules, to familiar-looking test or clearance statistics, in Section 3.3. Since intervals
 become wide one can expect these overall-tests to have rather low power, and one can contem-

 plate devising criteria that have higher power against specific alternatives.

 Remark D. Using test statistics that aim at specific alternatives is of course a well-known

 theme. A similar idea in the present context is to limit the class W of contrasts, perhaps to only

 the "truly interesting" ones. A simple example is ' = {0j - Ojl i <j}, for which the S-type
 methods are discussed in Sections 2 and 3 are too coarse; much narrower confidence intervals

 are produced by Tukey's T-method, see Scheffe (1959, Ch. 3). The reasoning and results in
 Sections 2 and 3 can in principle be parallelled with restricted classes of functions. A natural

 starting point is Qn of (3.3), which is asymptotically equivalent to Qo , = max -,,,/nu'5Lu)1/2
 for the appropriate subset 1 of vectors. But Q0, n+dQ = max.6w u'N/(u'u)/2, where N is
 Nk(O, E). In Section 2, for example, we took ' to be so large that the corresponding 1 filled Sk,

 so that Q=(N'L 'N)"/2 =S, 2)(x1)2. With a restricted 1 we may decompose Q as SW, where

 (y 1/2u),L- 1/2 v'M

 W = max =max/2u I E- 1/2 1 max

 is independent of S. Here * =- 1/2 V and M=--1/2N-Nk(0, I); in particular M/I1MII is
 uniformly distributed on the surface on the k-dimensional unit sphere. To bring this to a sharp

 rule for detecting contrasts one needs the distribution of W. The difficulty of this task depends

 heavily upon *. Some calculations pertaining to this problem are offered by Johansen &

 Johnstone (1988).

 Remark E. Another approach to simultaneous confidence statements is the following. Start

 out establishing

 S = Ct (t 0) ,E- (t - ) < ny;

 the natural (1 - a)-level confidence set for the parameter vector 0 itself. For any parameter

 function f(0), let f(S) = {f(t): t a S}. Then of course, Prn <{f(0) ef(S), for very f} >
 Prn ,{0 E S} -_ 1- a. While this is delightfully simple and very general it may be quite difficult to
 implement efficiently in practice. What is the range of 04/03 - 02/0, as 0 ranges over the

 ellipsoid S, for example? Presumably f(S) must be computed in some numerical analysis

 fashion, separately for each f But for some classes of functions f(S) can be determined in

 practical terms (see Spj0tvoll, 1972, for an example).

 A practical and satisfactory approximation to this solution could be as follows: simulate
 10 000 values of 0 to "fill up" S, and store them in a data column file. This is easily done using a

 statistical software package. For everyf dreamed up by the investigator, simply computef(O)

 for the 10000 values, and obtain the limits of the confidence interval as the minimum and

 maximum of those. One possibility is to draw random 0's, in the computer, from

 Nk(0, -)-
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 and discard those that fall outside S. The investigator could then display the histogram of the

 resultingf(O)'s and read off the confidence interval, as well as other features. This also invites

 Bayesian interpretations; see Remark G.

 Remark F. We have glossed over one particular measure theoretical detail in our proofs of

 the basic propositions of Sections 2 and 3, namely the measurability of events of the type

 involved in (2.6) and (3.1). What needs to be demonstrated is that M" of (2.7) and Qn of (3.3) are

 measurable, i.e. genuine random variables. Consider M., for example, the maximum over a
 certain function class .F of ordinary random variables. We need separability of .F, so that the

 maximum over .F functions equals the maximum over .F functions for a suitable large but

 countable set .F. Such a set can be constructed in a Stone-Weierstrass manner if the para-

 meter space is bounded, since all the fs in F are uniformly smooth at each point. In the

 unbounded case the conclusion can be reached by a limiting argument or by a parameter

 transformation argument.

 Remark G. We close this paper discussing Bayesian versions of the simultaneous confidence

 procedure and the multiple search rule. Suppose 0 has a prior density, leading in its turn to a

 posterior density given i',, the collection of data at stage n. The posterior distribution is

 approximately normal, in fact l/n(0-0) I -nd Nk(O, ), where O is either the Bayes estimator
 or the maximum likelihood estimator, and L is the same matrix as the one involved in the more

 familiar statement /n(60-0)-dNk(O, 4). It is a remarkable fact that this holds under general
 conditions, with the same E, regardless of the initial prior density, in models with a finite

 number of parameters; see for example Lehmann (1983, Ch. 6). (Matters turn out differently

 more often than not in infinite-dimensional models, see Diaconis & Freedman, 1986, and the

 discussion following that paper.) A pleasing consequence of this is that

 PrB{f(0) ef () +-aS for all f l +1-a, c- = (+ 1

 where the B signifies probabilities w.r.t. the Bayesian framework, and where 6a is as in (2.2), for

 example with L arrived at from Bayesian principles. Accordingly, exactly the same simulta-

 neous confidence intervals are produced as those derived in (2.6) in the frequentist setting. This

 result joins the pleasing list of situations where a Bayesian and a frequentist reach approx-

 imately the same qualitative conclusions, although from different perspectives and with differ-

 ent interpretations.

 A Bayesian is not required to come up with statements of the type "02 > 05"; he will rather

 compute PrB{02 >05 1 -9,}. Let in general Ir,(f)= PrB{f(O)>0 ? l n}. By the large-sample result
 mentioned 7r,(f) IK/nf(/O)/U9. Whereas "n,r(f)>0.95" is a reasonable rule for claiming that
 "f(O) is very likely positive", for each singlef, this is not longer so if a large number of such

 functions are scrutinized, as the chance of spurious claims increases. To see how such a

 Bayesian rule for detecting contrasts that are "very likely positive" fares, consider

 PrB{there is a contrast f(O) <O, but 7r,(f) > 1- c I 9n)

 Reasoning as in Section 3.2, but in the present Bayesian framework, gives the approximate

 upper bound PrB{[(U 1(0 L ] 1/2 > ze} I n] -+1- I (zE), where s again is the number of
 constraints defining the null state, and ZE is the upper e-point of the standard normal. Now e can

 be chosen to achieve a useful multiple search rule.
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